Key to Packages
The South West Herts GTP puts forward schemes and projects as packages focusing on particular
areas and corridors.

Packages

The nine packages are bundles of interventions, described as Linked Project Groups, Projects and
Schemes, which are depicted in different colours in the documents.
Projects are smaller scale interventions, which may either affect a more localised area or
have a relatively minor impact in a few areas. Reference numbers begin ‘PR’ (green
squares on the maps).
Linked Project Groups are groups of individual Projects within an area that would work
together to have a greater effect but could be delivered as separate projects. Reference
numbers begin ‘LP’ (also green squares).
Schemes are medium to large scale interventions or studies that would affect a larger area
than a Project or Linked Project Group. Reference numbers begin ‘SM’ (purple squares on
the maps).
Key development sites are shown as orange squares on the maps later in this document.

Some Projects or Schemes feature in more than one package as they help address several
challenges. We have identified alternative options or approaches for some of these schemes and
projects, which would deal differently with the issues we are trying to address. However, generally
a preferred approach for each scheme concept has been selected.

Your comments are welcome on all of the Packages, but if you prefer you can focus
on those of most relevance to you. The key on the next page may help.

Key to the Packages by location
PK1
Abbots Langley
Apsley
Bedmond
Bricket Wood
Bushey
Carpenders Park
Chorleywood
Croxley Green
Eastbury
Harpenden
Hemel Hempstead
Kings Langley
Leavesden
Moor Park
Northwood
Oxhey
Redbourn
Rickmansworth
South Oxhey
St Albans
Watford
Tring
Berkhamsted
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Colour code: Locations directly affected by proposals; Locations which may be indirectly affected
or otherwise interested by proposals

